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Journal Name

Understanding the links between composition,
polyhedral distortion, and luminescence properties in
green-emitting β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−z:Eu2+ phosphor

Clayton Cozzan,a,b,c Geneva Laurita,d Michael W. Gaultois,b,c Marcus Cohen,b

Alexander A. Mikhailovsky,e Mahalingam Balasubramanian, f and Ram Seshadri∗a,b,c,e

Inorganic phosphor materials play a crucial role in the creation of white light from blue and near-
UV solid-state light-emitting diodes. Understanding the intricacies of phosphor structure is key
for setting the stage for improved, more efficient functionality. Average structure and coordina-
tion environment analysis of the robust and efficient green-emitting phosphor, β -SiAlON:Eu2+

(β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−zEu0.009), are combined here with a range of property measurements to eluci-
date the role of Al content (z) on luminescence properties, including the red shift of emission and
the thermal quenching of luminescence as a function of increasing Al content z. Average struc-
ture techniques reveal changes in polyhedral distortion with increasing z for the 9-coordinate Eu
site in β -SiAlON:Eu2+. X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) is used to confirm that
the majority of the activator Eu is in the Eu2+ state, exhibiting the symmetry-allowed and efficient
4f 75d0−→4f 65d1 transitions. Room temperature and temperature-dependent luminescence in-
dicate an curious increase in thermal stability with increasing z over a small range due to an
increasing barrier for thermal ionization, which is correlated to an increase in the quantum yield
of the phosphor.

1 Introduction
Since the first development of affordable and efficient blue light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) by Nakamura and coworkers,1 solid-state
white lighting is rapidly replacing other types of light sources.2

Crucial to the success of this technology are inorganic phos-
phors that partially convert radiation from the solid-state source
to longer wavelengths.3 One of the strategies for creating white
light is to use a near-UV or UV source to excite a mixture of red-,
green-, and blue-emitting phosphors to render warm white light
with high color rendering indices.4 For this approach, a green-
emitting phosphor of particular interest is β -SiAlON:Eu2+. This
phosphor displays excitation from the near-UV to blue with high
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quantum yields5 due to the rigid parent Si–N tetrahedral frame-
work in this solid solution phosphor.6 Like other solid solution
phosphors, the optical properties can be chemically tuned.7–9

High lattice rigidity10,11 leads to high efficiencies at small Al con-
centrations (most closely resembling the Si3N4 lattice), with rigid-
ity decreasing for more Al substitution.5,6 For future high-power
lighting applications,12 the thermal stability and high efficiency
of β -SiAlON:Eu2+ render it a suitable phosphor for generating
light using blue laser diode excitation.13

It is well-known that both the host structure and the local coor-
dination environment of the emission center in phosphors dictate
the emission behavior.3 β -SiAlON:Eu2+ crystallizes in the Si3N4-
type structure (space group P63, no. 173).6 A large size mismatch
between cations in the structure and the Eu2+ cation suggests
that the luminescence center (Eu2+) substitutes on an intersti-
tial site, which was confirmed by scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM)14 and supported separately by density func-
tional theory (DFT) used in conjunction with Eu L3 extended X-
ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)6, which is challenging both
due to the difficulty of modeling f -electrons and the inherently
low amount of Eu in the system. Both investigations provided ev-
idence that the Eu2+ substitutes in the channel on the 2a Wyckoff
site with local distortions present.6,14 Furthermore, the inclusion
of the rare earth necessitates changes in the Si:Al and N:O ratios
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to maintain charge neutrality, which in turn influences the coor-
dination environment of the rare earth. The consequences on the
β -SiAlON structure for small Al/O substitutions were recently in-
vestigated experimentally using synchrotron X-ray diffraction and
27Al MAS NMR coupled with DFT calculations of NMR parame-
ters and defect structure energetics.15 Separately, computational
studies predicted effects of Al/O substitution on the properties of
β -SiAlON:Eu2+ phosphors.16

These recent first principles calculations by Wang et. al. sought
to establish chemical rules for the β -SiAlON:Eu2+ system as well
as describe the origins of the high quenching resistance, the emis-
sion peak characteristics, and the changes in emission wavelength
as a function of z in β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−zEu2+ for fixed Eu doping.16

Using DFT, the authors observed that with increasing z (z = 0.125
to z = 0.167), the Eu-N/O bond lengths increased and distorted
the dopant site, which was assigned a 9-coordinate Eu-N/O9 poly-
hedron in the 2a Wykcoff position. In their calculations, broaden-
ing of the emission peak and a red shift due to a larger crystal field
splitting were observed due to these distortions in the Eu2+ envi-
ronment. A slight decrease in band gap was also observed with in-
creasing z, likely also contributing to the red shift. Calculations on
the thermal ionization barrier for a fixed Eu amount interestingly
observed that the barrier increased from z = 0.125 to z = 0.167
and then decreased at z values greater than z = 0.167 due to an
increasing gap between the 5d levels and the conduction band of
the host lattice. This is the first report of such behavior and of-
fers an interesting compositional range to experimentally target
for the highest performing β -SiAlON:Eu2+ phosphors.

In the current work, we present the first experimental veri-
fication of red shift, emission broadening, and thermal stabil-
ity increases for small z ranges in phase pure and highly effi-
cient β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−zEu2+ phosphors. Samples with fixed nom-
inal Eu content (Eu0.009) and systematically varying Al/O content
(z = 0.050, z = 0.075, and z = 0.125) were studied. The solubility
of rare earth ions in the host lattice is limited by the stability of
the cation in the interstitial site,6,17 rendering traditional tech-
niques such as X-ray diffraction not capable of direct observation
of the precise dopant atom location within the channels. Syn-
chrotron X-ray diffraction15 can be used to probe average struc-
ture and is applied here to investigate any links between average
structure changes in the Eu coordination environment location
in the crystal and the observed physical properties. X-ray ab-
sorption near edge structure (XANES) of the Eu L3 edge shows
the oxidation state of the Eu in the different samples is con-
stant (Eu2+:Eu3+ remains the same) across the z range studied
presently. It was hypothesized that an optimal Al3+/O2− concen-
tration used to charge balance Eu2+ could be targeted to achieve
high quantum yield and good thermal stability. Room temper-
ature and temperature dependent photoluminescence measure-
ments were conducted to analyze the photoluminescence quan-
tum yield (PLQY) and thermal stability of the phosphors as a
function of z, with the highest luminescence and thermal stability
observed for z = 0.125. Our work supports the findings of Wang
et. al16, indicating a red shift and broadening of the emission
spectra. We find the trend of polyhedral distortion as a function
of z varies depending on the assigned location of Eu along the

c-axis of the 2a site, and bond valence sum calculations suggest
this is not in the direct center of the channel, i.e., a 12-coordinate
polyhedral site (distortion is observed for a Eu-N/O9 polyhedra
and not for a Eu-N/O12 polyhedron). The current work observes
that if the dopant atom resides in the energetically and valency
favored Eu-N/O9 polyhedron, trends in distortion of the lumines-
cent center explain the experimentally observed red shift, emis-
sion broadening, and increasing thermal stability as a function of
Al content, with quantum yield shown to follow the same trend.

2 Methods
Powders of α-Si3N4, Al2O3, and Eu2O3 were ground with nom-
inal stoichiometry Si6−zAlzN8−zOzEu0.009 (z = 0.050, z = 0.075,
and z = 0.125) in an alumina pestle, with charge balancing of the
Eu2+ achieved via co-substitution of Al3+ and O2−. The powders
were heated in a boron nitride crucible at 2223 K for 12 h under
N2 (>99.9995%) at a pressure of 0.92 MPa and annealed in ar-
gon for 8 h before being ground into a fine powder and washed
using a mixture of HNO3 and HF.

Collection and analysis of synchrotron X-ray diffraction data
as related to this work are described elsewhere.15 The polyhedral
distortion index (D) and bond valence sum (BVS) were calculated
based on bond lengths as defined by Baur18 and implemented
using the open-source crystallographic software VESTA.19 Eu L3

edge spectra were collected using beamline 20-BM at the Ad-
vanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory. Samples
were irradiated using an unfocused X - ray beam, and fluores-
cence spectra at 295 K were collected from powder encapsulated
in Kapton R© tape oriented at 45◦ using a 13-element Ge detec-
tor perpendicular to the incident X-ray beam. The incident pho-
ton energy was calibrated using the Fe K absorption energy of
Fe metal foil (E0 = 7112 eV), and monitored throughout the ex-
periments using the Eu L3 absorption energy of Eu2O3 powder
(E0 = 6971 eV) collected concurrently in transmission mode. The
instrumental resolution is 1 eV at these energies. Data were pro-
cessed using the Demeter software suite.20

Room temperature photoluminescence spectra and photolumi-
nescence quantum yield (PLQY) were measured using a fluores-
cence spectrometer (Horiba, Fluoromax 4). Phosphors were thor-
oughly mixed by 25-wt % in a silicone matrix (Momentive, RTV-
615) using a high speed mixing system (FlackTek Inc., DAC 150.1
FVZ-K) at 1500 rpm for 2 min, and subsequently deposited on a
100 mm2 fused silica substrate (Chemglass) and heated at 398 K
for 15 min in a box furnace to accelerate the curing process. Phos-
phors encapsulated in a silicone matrix were then placed in a
15 cm diameter, Spectralon R©-coated integrating sphere (Horiba,
Quanta-φ) and excited using light with a wavelength of 405 nm
and 450 nm generated by a 150 W continuous output, ozone-
free xenon lamp. Slit widths for the excitation and emission
monochromaters were held constant at 2.00 nm, and a metal-
lic neutral density filter (Newport) was used. The wavelength
spread, or bandpass (nm), is the resolution and is calculated by
multiplying the slit width (mm) by the dispersion (4.25 nm/mm
for the FluoroMax-4). The bandpass for a 2 nm slit size is cal-
culated to be 8.5x10−6 nm. Therefore, reported differences of
<1 nm are well resolved using the current experimental configu-
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Fig. 1 Hexagonal P63 (no. 176) crystal structure of Eu2+ doped β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−z with the Eu coordination sites highlighted in yellow. (a) Eu
environment in the 2a Wyckoff site with an atomic position of (0, 0, 1

3 ) results in a 9-coordinate site whereas (b) an atomic position of (0, 0, 1
2 ) results in

a 12-coordinate site. Coordination polyhedra are defined by Eu–O/N bonds under 3.45 Å.

ration. Quantum yield was calculated based on the work by de
Mello et al.21 The temperature dependence of the PLQY was mea-
sured from 77 K to 503 K in 30 K increments using a home-built
fluorometer with a cryostat sample stage for low temperatures
and a heating stage for high temperatures. Samples were pre-
pared in the same manner described for room temperature mea-
surements.

3 Results and discussion
Eu2+ doped β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−z consists of densely packed, corner
sharing (Si,Al)(O,N)4 tetrahedra that crystallize in the hexago-
nal space group P63 (no. 176) with a channel along the c-axis.
The likelihood that the dopant is located in this channel in the 2a
Wyckoff site has been experimentally verified through STEM14

and EXAFS studies6. However, this is not a special position, as the
2a site in this space group is located at (0, 0, c), and the precise
location of the Eu dopants along the channel has not been experi-
mentally reported. DFT results indicated that for the (001) plane,
the lowest energy region lies in the center of the channel in the
a, b direction, and the energy increases as one moves away from
the channel.6 The 2a site is large potential well with the dopant
in the (0, 0, c) position. From a chemical standpoint, shifting the
atom in the a or b direction results in more over-bonding due to
the shorter bonds and a higher BVS, and is therefore less likely
than the (0, 0, c) position. Therefore, specific positions along the
channel in the (0, 0, c) positions are evaluated in the present work
using BVS and D.

In the structure of in β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−z, Al substitutes on the
Si site and O substitutes on the N site. For z contents evaluated
presently, oxygen bonds are likely to influence the local dopant
environment, which is denoted as Eu-N/O9 in the present work.
The in-channel c position is of importance when defining the
polyhedral environment of the Eu, as is illustrated in Figure 1.
For defined Eu-N/O bond lengths of <3.45 Å, an atomic position
of (0, 0, 1

3 ) results in a 9-coordinate site (Figure 1a) whereas an
atomic position of (0, 0, 1

2 ) results in a 12-coordinate site (Fig-

Fig. 2 Rietveld fits of synchrotron X-ray data reported in Cozzan et al. 15

for the series β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−z [(a) z = 0.050, (b) z = 0.075, and (c)
z = 0.125]. All samples are phase pure and indexed to the P63 space
group.

ure 1b). Therefore the location within the channel must be con-
sidered when discussing the coordination environment of the ac-
tivator ion.

Our recent analysis on synchrotron X-ray data of β -
Si6−zAlzOzN8−z (z = 0.050, z = 0.075, and z = 0.125), Rietveld fits
shown in Figure 2, revealed an overall increase in the unit cell
volume with increasing z.15 This was in agreement with the first
principles calculations by Wang et. al., where the volume and av-
erage bond length increased with increasing z due to longer Al–N
and Al–O bonds when compared to Si–N bonds.16 In addition to
an increase in the unit cell volume, the first principles study ad-
dressed the effect of the c position of the Eu in the 2a channel,
finding changes in the relative energy of the β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−z

structure as a function of the fractional c coordinate of Eu. Based
on this work they determined the lowest-energy structure con-
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Fig. 3 (a) Polyhedral distortion of the Eu coordination polyhedra as a
function of Al/O content for defined positions of (0, 0, c) in the 2a Wyckoff
position. Positions of c= 1

4 , c= 1
2 , and c= 3

4 result in a minimal change in
distortion with increasing Al/O content, while c= 1

3 and c= 2
3 result in

increasing and decreasing distortion with Al/O content, respectively,
highlighting the importance of the in-channel location of the Eu2+

activator ion. Bond valence sum (BVS) calculations indicate that for all
compositions, a c location off of the center of the channel (c= 1

2 ) results
in Eu2+ being closer to the 2+ valency, suggesting Eu does not sit in the
center of the site along the c-axis.

Table 1 Select structural data obtained from Rietveld refinements of
X-ray synchrotron diffraction data for β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−z with z = 0.075 as
reported in our previous study. 15 Numbers in parentheses show
standard deviation on the last number. Si/Al and O2/N2 c parameters
reported to illustrate approximate location of (000l) plane used to
estimate the c positional parameter of Eu2+ based on guidelines set by
Wang et al. 16

Al content (z) 0.050 0.075 0.125
Cell a (Å) 7.60584(1) 7.60692(2) 7.60853(2)
Cell c (Å) 2.90844(3) 2.90903(3) 2.91011(3)
Cell V (Å3) 145.709(2) 145.780(2) 145.896(2)
Si/Al positional c 0.291(5) 0.250(3) 0.290(5)
O2/N2 positional c 0.281(7) 0.238(6) 0.28(5)

sists of an Eu dopant that is in the same (000l) plane as the Al
and O atoms and determined a polyhedral distortion of the result-
ing 9-coordinate Eu site with an increase in Al and O substitution.
Through this work they outlined three rules for achieving a low-
energy β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−z structure: (1) All O must occupy the 2c
Wyckoff sites, (2) all O must have at least one Al neighbor, and
(3) all Al, O, and Eu must be in the same (000l) plane.

In the present work, the average atomic positions calculated
from Rietveld refinements have been used to calculate bond dis-
tances, polyhedral volumes, and D as a function of Al/O con-
tent for chosen positions of (0, 0, c) in the 2a Wyckoff position
(Figure 3a) in the doped β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−z unit cell. The terms
Eu site and 2a site are referred to interchangeably in the present
work. By studying characteristics of the bonding environment of
the dopant site at chosen c values, such as coordination number
and bond valence sum (BVS), our average structure data allows
for an understanding of the most likely position in the channel
despite not directly probing the dopant in the material. Eu coordi-

Fig. 4 XANES of the Eu L3 edge shows the valence state of Eu is
81% (±5%) Eu2+ for the series of β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−z:Eu0.009 with varying
z. A representative XANES fit is shown (dashed line) for the z=0.050
sample with individual Gaussian components for Eu2+ and Eu3+ (dotted
lines) shown and arctangent steps not shown for clarity.

nation polyhedra were defined by Eu-N/O bond lengths <3.45 Å,
resulting in a 9-coordinate site for c= 1

4 , c= 1
3 , c= 2

3 , and c= 3
4 and

a 12-coordinate site for c= 1
2 in all compositions. It is observed

that positions of c= 1
4 , c= 1

2 , and c= 3
4 result in a minimal change

in distortion with increasing Al/O content, while c= 1
3 and c= 2

3
result in increasing and decreasing distortion with Al/O content,
respectively. To provide more insight on the probable location of
the Eu within the channel, BVS as a function of Al/O content were
calculated for the defined positions (Figure 3b).22 Previous work
using EXAFS demonstrated that a BVS of 2 is obtained when long
bond lengths (4 Å) are considered.6 There is some ambiguity in
the precise determination of the local dopant bonding environ-
ment due to such low Eu, and the exact position of the Eu along
the channel has not yet been directly observed. BVS as utilized in
the current work is therefore a guide to understanding the bond-
ing environment of the 2a site on average in structures varying
as a function of Al/O content, suggesting which location of the
Eu is the least over-bonded. All positions result in over-bonded
Eu with BVS above 2.5 (compared to the optimal BVS of 2.0),
but this is slightly relieved when Eu does not occupy the center
of the channel (c= 1

2 ). Deviations from the ideal BVS of 2 as ex-
pected for Eu2+ might also arise due to local disorder of the O in
the polyhedron that is not captured using crystallographic tech-
niques. Following the Eu positional rules outlined by the previous
first principles work,16 a c position of approximately 0.3 would
place Eu in the proper (000l) plane for our refined structures (Ta-
ble 1) with bonds along the plane. This value is closest to the
calculated c= 1

3 , suggesting that an increase in the polyhedral dis-
tortion of the 9-coordinate Eu site occurs with increasing Al/O
content. The current work provides experimental support for in-
vestigating Eu-N/O9 polyhedra, which corroborates recent work
by other authors.16,23

XANES of the Eu L3 edge was collected to observe the valence
state of Eu in the phosphors (Figure 4). The majority of Eu in the
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Fig. 5 Emission spectra deconvolution with one Gaussian peak shape
for (a) z = 0.050, (b) z = 0.075, and (c) z = 0.125 show the contributions of
the activator site for each phosphor, with one peak accounting for one
unique position of Eu2+ in the unit cell. The tail of the emission profile is
not captured by a single Gaussian, likely due to a distribution of dopant
positions due to small fluctuations in channel position and/or small
changes in the dopant environment due to local changes in N/O
distribution. Intensity is plotted in counts (arbitrary units).

Table 2 Peak maximum and FWHM of the emission spectra. Increasing
z shows a small red shift in the emission.

Al content z maximum (nm) FWHM (nm)
0.050 531 46
0.075 535 46
0.125 537 48

samples is in the optically active, i.e., allowed 4f−→5d transitions,
Eu2+ state due to the highly reducing processing atmosphere of
N2 (>99.9995%) at a pressure of 0.92 MPa and the subsequent
argon anneal. Quantitative fitting of XANES data using two arc-
tangent steps and two Gaussian functions was performed using
Eu2O3 as a reference, resulting in a calculated 81% of Eu2+, and
19% Eu3+ (±5%) for each sample. A representative XANES fit
with the individual Gaussian components for Eu2+ and Eu3+ is
shown in Figure for the z=0.050 sample (arctangent steps not
shown for clarity). The relative amount of Eu2+:Eu3+ is constant
regardless of z, indicating that any observed differences in the op-
tical properties with varying z is due to structural changes and not
to the Eu2+:Eu3+ ratio.

Eu2+ doped β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−z displays green emission and is
readily excited by λ ex = 405 nm (near UV) and λ ex = 450 nm
(blue) due to broad excitation,24–26 with excitation (line) and
emission (circles) profiles for λ ex = 450 nm for different z val-
ues shown in Figure 5. The emission spectra were deconvoluted
on an energy scale (cm−1) using one Gaussian peak correspond-
ing to one crystallographically unique luminescent center in the
unit cell. The tail of the emission profile is not captured by a
single Gaussian, and is likely due to a distribution of dopant po-
sitions due to small fluctuations in channel position in the phos-
phor. Additionally, small changes in the dopant environment due
to local changes in N/O can result in a distribution of local ac-

Fig. 6 CIE coordinates on a section of the 1931 CIE diagram for
λ ex = 405 nm (squares) and λ ex = 450 nm (circles), with an arrow
indicating increasing z in β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−z:Eu0.009 at room temperature.
Systematic change for the series is due to a red shift in the emission
with increasing z.

tivator environments. The emission and broad excitation spec-
tra are due to the allowed 4f65d1−→4f7 transition in Eu2+. Val-
ues for the maximum emission wavelength and full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian peak shape fits are shown
in Table 2. There is a clear red shift in emission for increasing
amounts of Al substitution. The observed optical behavior in β -
Si6−zAlzOzN8−z with increasing z is not well explained by average
bond lengths or polarizability of nitrogen,3 as a red shift is ob-
served with both increasing bond length and with increasing O. It
has been experimentally observed that polyhedral distortion can
alternately dominate crystal field splitting in some garnet-based
phosphor systems, where a red shift in the emission was corre-
lated to the distortion of the luminescence center.27 A red shift
in the emission due to polyhedral distortion was calculated by
Wang et. al.16 assuming that Eu2+ occupies the channel at ap-
proximately (0, 0, 1

2 ), which is probable based on our own BVS
calculations. It is therefore possible that polyhedral distortion is a
reasonable mechanism for the red shift in β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−z with
increasing z.

The red shift can also be visualized by the Commission Inter-
nationale de l’Éclairage (CIE) (x,y) coordinates for the phosphor
(Figure 6), which show an increase in CIE x and a decrease in
CIE y with increasing Al/O content (z). Broadening was compu-
tationally observed over a larger z range (z = 0.125 to z = 0.167)
by Wang et. al.,16 and the present work observes similar behav-
ior for nominal Al/O amounts of z = 0.050 to z = 0.125. While an
increase in the unit cell volume does not guarantee an increase
in Eu-N/O bond distances, we observed an increase in the av-
erage bond length around the Eu site from our refinements of
X-ray diffraction data. The Eu–N/O bond lengths of the activa-
tor site are observed to increase from 2.6710 Å in z = 0.050 to
2.6982 Å in z = 0.125 assuming an atomic position of (0, 0, 1

3 ),
which lowers the crystal field splitting and results in the broaden-
ing of FWHM of the emission due to an increase in the splitting
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Fig. 7 Temperature dependent emission intensity is robust across the
temperature range for z = 0.050 (a), z = 0.075 (b), and z = 0.125 (c) due to
the rigid network of (Si,Al)(O,N)4 tetrahedra and low Eu doping.

between the topmost two 4 f bands. Based on conventional mod-
els of phosphor crystal field splitting,3,28 nitrides are generally
more covalent than oxides and therefore should produce a larger
centroid shift than oxides. A larger centroid shift leads to a closer
proximity of the d and f levels, resulting in a lower energy differ-
ence between the 5d and 4f levels and longer wavelength emis-
sion. However, the expected trends based on covalency are not
observed here and are likely instead dominated by polyhedral dis-
tortion, which is corroborated by recent work on this system.16,23

Peak positions and FWHM values of Guassian fits of the emission
data (Table 2) show a red shift an a slight broadening over the
small z range investigated presently, corroborated by recent re-
sults on this system investigating photoluminescence behavior at
low temperature and high pressure.23

For a given z value, more Eu substitution leads to concentra-
tion quenching, or a drop in the normalized emission intensity as
a function of temperature.29 Therefore, in the present work, β -
Si6−zAlzOzN8−z:Eu2+ with a nominal composition of 0.9 mol% Eu
is studied as the relatively low dopant concentration minimizes
the effects of thermal quenching. Temperature-dependent photo-
luminescence measurements were employed to assess the thermal
stability of the phosphors (Figure 7). All samples exhibit robust
thermal stability due to the rigid network of (Si,Al)(O,N)4 tetra-
hedra6 and the large gap (>0.5 eV)16 between the 5d levels and
the host conduction band. Thermal quenching occurs when the
5d electron in the excited 4 f 65d1 state is promoted to the con-
duction band of the host instead of relaxing to the 4 f band.30

The energy barrier for thermal ionization was calculated to in-
crease with increasing z from 0.125 to 0.167 and then decrease
with increasing z from 0.167 to 0.208.16 The authors were unable
to explain this discrepancy between calculation and experiment
aside from noting that the barrier is high and the range they stud-
ied was more narrow than experimental investigations.6,29 The
present work experimentally observes the anomalous increase in
thermal stability for increasing z over the range of 0.050 to 0.125,
with z = 0.125 showing the most robust thermal stability up to

Fig. 8 Relative intensities of the temperature dependent emission
demonstrate higher relative emission intensity at higher temperatures for
z = 0.075 and z = 0.125. Relative emission intensity was computed by
taking the integral of the emission profile at each temperature, and
dividing by the maximum value for a given sample, which was different
for each sample. Shared standard error (displayed next to legend) are
±0.02.

500 K. Comparing values for normalized intensity show that both
z = 0.075 and z = 0.125 have higher relative emission intensity at
higher temperatures than z = 0.050 (Figure 8). The low amount
of Eu doping (0.09 mol-% nominally) also helps prevent thermal
quenching by energy migration, which occurs in phosphors with
higher doping31 and likely does not occur in the present system
as there exists no evidence for activator clustering with the low
amounts of Eu dopants explored presently.6 Fine structure fea-
tures are observed and are more prominent for lower z at lower
temperatures, which arise from the discrete 7FJ states in Eu2+ as-
suming the Eu2+ is bonded ionically and the Eu2+ excited state is
localized near the 4 f orbital.32

Following the work of Dorenbos,30 the activation energy for
thermal quenching (∆E) can be calculated using temperature de-
pendent emission intensity as a function of temperature by apply-
ing the following equation:

ln[
I(0)
I(T )

−1] =
1

kBT
∆E + ln

Γ0

Γv

where I(0)
I(T ) is the ratio of the highest intensity in the measured

range I(0) to the intensity at a particular temperature I(T ), kB

is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, Γv is the radiative
decay rate of the 5d state of the activator, and Γ0 is the attempt
rate for thermal quenching. Linear fits of temperature-dependent
intensity can then be used to calculate ∆E (Figure 9).

In the present work, linear fits of the data from 323 K to
503 K reveals that the calculated ∆E for z=0.05, z=0.075, and
z=0.125 is 0.06 eV, 0.25 eV, and 0.20 eV, respectively. Compo-
sitions z=0.075 and z=0.125 match well with reported values
(0.234 eV),33 which support the observed high resistance to ther-
mal quenching in this system. Data for the entire temperature
range measured presently was not accurately captured with a
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Fig. 9 Linear fits of ln[I(0)/I(T )−1] vs. 1
kBT from 323 K to 503 K were

used to calculate activation energy of thermal quenching (∆E) and show
relatively high activation energies for z=0.075 and z=0.125.

linear fit due to oscillations in the emission intensity as a func-
tion of temperature, which is corroborated by recent work on this
system23 and is one possible reason for the discrepancy in the
z=0.050 sample. This intensity increase and decrease has also
been observed in canonical Ce-doped YAG phosphors for both
emission and lifetime, wherein radiative recombination domi-
nates up to a certain temperature (around 523 K) before dropping
off due to thermal quenching.34,35 The current work observes the
same behavior in the β -SiAlON system in addition to robust ther-
mal quenching resistance.

PLQY was measured for both λex = 405 nm and λex = 450
nm (Figure 10). When comparing different compositions at room
temperature, we see that PLQY increases with increasing z and
that high PLQY values are achieved for both violet and blue exci-
tation. The origins of this trend are likely linked to the calculated
high barrier for thermal ionization (0.56-0.68 eV) that increases
with increasing z from 0.125 to 0.167.16 The increasing barrier
calculated by Wang et. al. results in a high energy penalty for
excited states to be promoted to the conduction band instead of
relaxing to the 4f band to emit a photon. This limits nonradia-
tive processes for increasing z across the small range studied, and
offers a possible explanation for the origin of maximum PLQY
(92%) observed for the z = 0.125 sample in our work. Addi-
tionally, the high ratio of Eu2+ to Eu3+ observed using XANES
contributes to the high absolute PLQY values measured for β -
Si6−zAlzOzN8−z:Eu2+ phosphors.

4 Conclusions
Specific emission properties can be targeted via compositional
tuning, such as narrower emission β -SiAlON:Eu2+ (low z) for
lower temperature operation, or maximum PLQY and improved
thermal stability (higher z up to 0.125) for high flux and/or
high temperature operation. We have provided experimental ev-
idence on the role of increasing z at low concentrations in β -
Si6−zAlzOzN8−z:Eu2+ in modifying the structure and the result-
ing optical properties. XANES was used to confirm that the ma-

Fig. 10 Room temperature PLQY collected with λex = 405 nm and λex =
450 nm for the β -Si6−zAlzOzN8−z:Eu0.009 series. Highest efficiency is
observed in the highest z sample at both excitation wavelengths. Error
bars represent the standard deviation for measurements on three
separate samples, and lines were added to guide the eye.

jority of Eu in the structure is in the active Eu2+ state, which
allows for further investigation of the role of varying z as any ob-
served changes in optical properties are not due to differences in
Eu valence between samples. Increasing z distorts the Eu-N/O9

environment, resulting in a red shift and broadening of emis-
sion. Temperature-dependent emission for these samples are ro-
bust with an increase in thermal stability with increasing z, due to
the large gap between 5d levels and the conduction band of the
host. Increased thermal quenching resistance is observed with
increasing z over a small range, and likely gives rise to the in-
creased quantum yield due to the predicted high barrier for ther-
mal ionization that increases with increasing z. The present work
provides experimental verification of optical properties resulting
from an increase in the polyhedral distortion of the Eu2+ activa-
tor site with increasing Al/O content, as well as enhanced ther-
mal stability due to a large thermal ionization barrier. Our work
illustrates that structurally tuning the host lattice at low concen-
trations can be leveraged to optimize the optical and thermal per-
formance of this important inorganic phosphor.
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